The Drum Tumbler utilises standard 205litre seamless drums. This allows the operator to fill, seal, mix and store all in the container ensuring no cross contamination and double handling of product.

The mixing action turns the product over while the tumbling action eliminates the need for drum baffles. Drums can be manoeuvred from an upright position into and out of the mixing station without the need for heavy lifting.

**Code:** DT205

---

**DRUM ROLLER**

**FEATURES**
- Suitable for 205litre (44gls) drums
- Adjustable idler to accept smaller drums
- End safety roller
- Available with .37kw single phase or three phase motors

**Code:** DR205

---

**OPTIONS**
- Flameproof motors
- NEW 205litre s/s drums
- Fully seal welded baffles (For a more intense mix)

**Suitable for mixing and blending of powders, granules, liquids, slurries etc., ball milling and coating.**

---

**ALL STAINLESS STEEL  CONSTRUCTION**

Ideally suitable for the pharmaceutical, cosmetic, food and chemical industries. The tumbler will mix and blend both dry and wet powders, granules, slurries, supplements etc.